Abstract
Methods
To design and refine the evidence tables, we used an iterative process based on the analysis of data from four rounds of discussions, feedback and user testing. During the final round, we conducted one-on-one user testing with target end users. We presented a number of alternative formats of evidence tables to participants and obtained information about users' understanding and preferences.
Results
More than 150 users participated in initial discussions and provided their formal and informal feedback. 20 users completed one-on-one user testing interviews. Almost all participants preferred summarizing the results of systematic reviews of test accuracy in tabular format rather than plain text. Users generally preferred less complex tables but found presenting sensitivity and specificity estimates only as too simplistic. Users found the presentation of test accuracy for several values of prevalence initially confusing but modifying table layout and adding sample clinical scenarios for each prevalence reduced this confusion. Providing information about clinical consequences of testing result was viewed as not feasible for authors of systematic reviews.
Conclusion
We present the current formats for tables presenting test accuracy following the GRADE approach. These tables can be developed using GRADEpro guidelines development tool (www.guidelinedevelopment.org or www.gradepro.org) and are being further developed into electronic interactive tables that will suit the needs of different end users. The formatting of these tables, and how they influence result interpretation and decision-making will be further evaluated in a randomized trial.
Background
The Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) Working Group's approach to assessing evidence and developing health care recommendations has been adopted by over 90 organizations worldwide, including the World Health Organization and the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence in the UK (www. gradeworkinggroup.org). A key GRADE output are evidence summaries (including summary of findings table and evidence profiles) that are intended to provide succinct, easily consumable information about intervention effects on the most important health outcomes for decision making, the quality of evidence (certainty or confidence in the effect estimates) and magnitude of such effects. [1, 2] In this article we describe research supporting the development and modifications of GRADE tables summarizing the evidence about test accuracy (TA) based on systematic reviews. We aim to present the key findings about users' perspectives and feedback on various formats of diagnostic evidence tables. We also aim to provide an overview of the remaining challenges in presenting TA systematic review results for users in preparation for follow-up work in this area. Systematic reviews and meta-analysis of TA summarize the available evidence and assess its quality (certainty or confidence in the effect estimates). TA systematic reviews typically focus on tests to establish the presence or absence of a disease, condition or syndrome, and on tests that ultimately categorize results as positive or negative.
Despite significant developments in the methodology of TA systematic reviews, authors still face many challenges, including how best to present their results to different users. The GRADE Working Group [3] has previously laid out its approach to making recommendations about diagnostic tests including existing challenges and limitations [4] . Appreciating these limitations among users including healthcare providers, guideline developers, and policymakers and their need for TA information in decision making led to the development of diagnostic evidence tables.
In this article, for simplicity of communication, "tests" refers to all healthcare related tests and diagnostic strategies that are used for different application and roles and not necessarily to make a diagnosis sensu stricto. Tests are used for many different applications: screening or surveillance, risk assessment and classification, diagnosis (ruling in), ruling out diagnosis, treatment triage, treatment monitoring, staging and determining prognosis. Tests are used in different roles in the care pathways: triage, add-on, replacement [5] , parallel testing and replacement of a reference test [6] .
Methods

Setting and design
We evaluated a variety of formats of the diagnostic evidence tables. We used an iterative process to modify the diagnostic evidence tables based on analysis of data from each round of feedback and user testing. Fig 1 summarizes the different rounds that led to the current suggested formats.
The first round involved discussions among members of the GRADE working group, fueled by specific examples of systematic reviews and addressing how the results can be presented. The second round included collecting feedback from various stakeholders attending several diagnostic GRADE workshops. The feedback was obtained informally during the large and small group discussions as well as formally using specifically designed questionnaires. Appendix A in S1 Appendices presents an example of a work package used in one of such workshops. The third round involved several large and small group discussions at the GRADE working group meeting in Barcelona in January 2013. The fourth round consisted of formal one-on-one user testing either in person or via teleconferencing. Appendix B in S1 Appendices presents two examples of material used in the one-on-one user testing.
Initially we developed tables summarizing the information about the use of a single test; later on we explored ways of summarizing information from comparative TA reviews in which 2 tests are compared against each other and a common reference standard.
In this article we provide a summary of our final results after considering the feedback from all rounds. We summarise the finding of the background work and we focus on the results of the final round of user testing.
Background work (rounds 1 and 2)
In the year 2000, the GRADE working group was established to address the shortcomings of existing systems for grading quality of evidence (certainty or confidence in the effect estimates) and strength of recommendations in health care. The working group has met regularly 2-3 times a year to develop the GRADE approach and to address methodological challenges in assessing quality of the evidence and strength of recommendations for health care questions including preventive, therapeutic and diagnostic interventions. In 2002, HJS and JB began with the development of SoF tables for TA and then prepared and facilitated workshops with input from other GRADE members aimed at training and informing various users of TA systematic reviews representing many organizations and professional groups. Each of 12 GRADE diagnostic workshops consisted of a brief presentation about TA results and applying the GRADE approach to evaluate the quality of evidence, a small group exercise to work through practical examples of TA systematic reviews, and the presentation and evaluation of results in diagnostic evidence tables. Workshops duration ranged between 1.5 hours to two days. Workshops were conducted in various countries, including Canada, Germany, Italy, Singapore, Spain, Switzerland and the United States.
Test evidence tables. Test evidence tables include three main parts: a heading, the body of the table and the footnotes. The heading contains a description of the health question in a PICO format (population, intervention, comparison and outcomes) and specifications of the index test(s) and the reference test of interest. Similar to the tables used to present results of therapeutic interventions, [1, 2] the body of the table summarizes the results of a systematic review of test accuracy and the judgements about the quality of the evidence (certainty or confidence in the effect estimates). Footnotes provide explanations for specific issues in the body of the table, including justification for any judgements made, e.g. about quality of evidence.
There are two main types of GRADE evidence tables: the evidence profile (EvP) and summary of findings (SoF) tables. The EvP reports the estimates for test accuracy measures and the detailed judgements about the five domains for rating the quality of evidence-considerations of risk of bias, indirectness, inconsistency, imprecision, publication bias, and others. The SoF table follows a similar format. However, it is less complex as detailed judgements about each domain of quality of evidence being explained only in footnotes. Appendix C in S1 Appendices presents an example of GRADE EvP and SoF tables summarizing test accuracy data.
Participants
Between 11 and 72 members attended each of 25 GRADE working group meetings between 2002 and 2012. More than 150 stakeholders participated in large and small group discussions during workshops and 52 of them completed formal feedback questionnaires about GRADE diagnostic evidence tables. 62 members participated in large and small group discussions and feedback in GRADE working group meetings in 2013. Twenty participants completed one-onone user testing interviews (10 for 90 minutes and 10 for 30-60 minutes).
We recruited participants, for one-on-one user testing, by sending electronic invitations to authors of Cochrane TA systematic reviews and participants in GRADE workshops at the Guideline International network meeting in 2013. In addition, we approached a convenient sample of clinicians at McMaster University who use results of DTA systematic reviews to inform their clinical decisions. Participants had broad range of experience with TA systematic reviews, health research methods and GRADE. We surveyed and collected feedback from an international group of authors of TA systematic reviews, methodologists, guideline developers, policy makers, and health care professionals that addressed, developed or used systematic reviews or recommendations about tests. [7] Table 1 summarizes background characteristics of the 20 participants who volunteered to complete one-on-one user testing.
Study design and data collection
The formal one-on-one user testing specifically was intended to compare various formats of evidence tables and to collect user perspectives about the most useful and best possible presentation of information in tables. The results were summarized for TA systematic reviews of single tests and multiple tests that were compared either directly in the same studies or indirectly in different studies against the same reference standard. We used the domains summarized in Fig 2 for our data analysis. We used the different table components as our guide to compile feedback. We also analyzed the comments that addressed the single test versus those that addressed comparative tests separately.
Data analysis
Two investigators (RAM and WW) separately reviewed the notes and transcripts of participants' comments and results of user testing and then discussed their findings. We gathered users' views on the presentation and formatting, content, comprehensiveness, usefulness and accessibility of results in the evidence tables. We also analyzed reasons for confusion and misunderstanding related to the evidence tables' content. We used basic content data analysis using a data coding system that corresponds to the data collection. We used conventional content analysis as the goal of our study was descriptive and there is little existing theory to guide our analysis. [8] We used a deductive coding to summarise the finding under each of the domains highlighted in Fig 2. Before we carried out the next round of user testing we modified the tables based on the findings of the previous round.
Ethics statement
The research focusing on user testing was reviewed and approved by the Hamilton integrated Research Ethics Board.
Results
A range between 11 and 72 members attended each of 25 GRADE working group meetings between 2002 and 2012. More than 150 stakeholders participated in large and small group discussions during workshops and 52 of them completed formal feedback questionnaires about GRADE diagnostic evidence tables. 62 members participated in large and small group discussions and feedback in GRADE working group meetings in 2013 and 20 participants completed one on one user testing interviews (10 for 90 minutes and 10 for 30-60 minutes).
Presenting TA results using different format
Almost all participants preferred summarizing the results of TA systematic reviews in table format. They considered evidence tables as useful and easy to follow. During the rounds of collecting feedback and user testing we assessed four main formats of tables presenting: 1. sensitivity and specificity estimates only, 2. individual TA numbers (true positives (TP), false positive (FP), true negative (TN) and false negative (FN)) organised based on test results (test positive and negative), 3. individual TA numbers (TP, FN, FP and TN) organised based on disease status (disease present or absent), and 4. likelihood ratios with pre-and post-test probabilities. Sensitivity and specificity alone (format 1). In early discussions some participants noted that a simple format including only sensitivity and specificity would be sufficient. However, once we tested this simplest format, participants unanimously noted that they did not prefer it. Participants noted that sensitivity and specificity are parameters of the test that are familiar to most users, but they are often misinterpreted and may not reflect well the effects expected in the population of interest. Participants also noted that this simple table is missing critical information including estimates of prevalence and other measures of test accuracy such as likelihood ratios, predictive values, and absolute numbers of TP, FP, TN and FN that may be more useful for decision-making. Hence, later rounds focused on the other three formats of the tables.
Individual TA values-TP, TN, FP and FN (formats 2 and 3). Participants generally liked this format but did not have a clear preference for arranging TP, TN, FP and FN in any specific order. Some noted that arranging the rows by test positive (TP and FP) and test negative (TN, FN) makes it more difficult to make a link between the individual test result values and the sensitivity and specificity which are the direct results of a systematic review as they are usually combined across studies in meta-analysis. However, views about what is the more useful order for users varied. Some noted that clinicians are accustomed to thinking about positive and negative test results and that this order may be useful to them. Others noted that arranging the outcomes according to disease status (disease positive (TP and FN) and disease negative (TN and FP) ) and making the link to sensitivity and specificity in the table helps better highlight the results, which is most typically used by clinicians and decision makers when applying the test on a population level.
Likelihood ratios with pre-and post-test probability (format 4). Some respondents noted that this format represents clinicians' implicit thinking in terms of changes in post-test probability based on a test result. Others noted that this format with likelihood ratios and probabilities is a more difficult format to use and takes more time to interpret, especially for those who are not familiar with accuracy measures. Some respondents suggested that it is easier to think of patients and test results in absolute numbers, rather than in changes in probability. It was noted that in this table format, users would most likely use the post-test probability to make decisions about the test while likelihood ratios were considered difficult to understand.
Additionally, multiple participants pointed out the need for flexible tables that allow for qualitative representation of the TA reviews. They explained that this is frequently needed when pooling is not possible either due to methodological challenges or differences among the index test(s) and reference standard in the studies included.
Evidence tables heading
The aim of the header section was to give a brief description of the population, condition and the index and reference tests. The intent was to provide enough information about how the tests were applied in the studies, to allow users to judge to what extent the results are applicable in their own setting. This included the tests' role, application, cut-off values, setting and the population included in the studies. Participants reported that presenting background information about the index and reference tests in the header of the table is helpful to contextualize the information before looking at the TA results. The majority preferred to place the number of participants and studies in the header as a method of avoiding repetition and saving space in the table if the information was the same for each row. It was noted that these evidence tables might be more difficult to use if there are different reference standard tests and multiple index tests or cut-off values.
Evidence tables summarizing single TA systematic reviews
Prevalence/pre-test probability/baseline risk estimates. Presenting multiple prevalence estimates allows for interpretation of the test results in different populations as well as comparisons of the test performance in various populations and clinical settings. It may also help users decide which estimate is more applicable to their setting.
Presentation of this information went through multiple changes based on users' feedback. Initially we removed presentation of three prevalence estimates to one/two prevalence estimates in columns (Appendix D in S1 Appendices show earlier tables with three prevalence estimates in rows). We subsequently added clinical scenarios to describe a typical patient in each prevalence group. Also, we changed the label of prevalence from percentage to natural numbers (per 1000) to be consistent with how results were presented in the reminder of the table.
When TA results were presented for 3 prevalence estimates in rows, respondents reported it was confusing and the information was overwhelming. At that time many preferred to have results of the test presented with only a single prevalence estimate. After changing to presenting different prevalence values in columns rather than in rows, more respondents preferred the table with two prevalence estimates compared with one prevalence estimate. Some noted it gave more information and demonstrated test performance in different settings but others felt it remained unclear what the different prevalence estimates represented. Hence, we added a clinical scenario to the label of the column to describe an average patient in each risk group (prevalence). Users viewed this positively and more respondents preferred showing the TA results based on two prevalence values in the table.
Users noted that the number of prevalence estimates that should be presented depends on the test and condition and the available evidence in the studies in the review, and may vary. However, it was noted that the prevalence estimates should be obtained from the highest quality evidence available that is applicable to the population of interest. For most tests presenting the results for two prevalence settings based on data from observational studies or from the included TA studies seems appropriate. All participants viewed clinical scenarios explaining an average patient in a pre-test probability group as helpful and thus this information should be provided whenever possible. The vast majority preferred clinical scenario to be placed inside the table as opposed to in the footnotes.
Comments and explanation column. The comments section of the table is intended to provide generic implications of the test results, e.g. "false positives may lead to unnecessary treatment or additional testing." or specific information about the downstream consequences, whenever available. Comments were not seen as necessary and helpful to the interpretation of the values in the table for most users. Participants noted that, when authors are explaining the consequences of test results, comments should preferably be based on systematic review(s) of the literature to summarize the highest quality evidence available, and not based on assumptions. It was also suggested that the discussion of probable downstream implications be included in the body of the systematic review rather than in the summary table.
Labeling of the effect estimate column. Respondents noted that adding definitions to columns' labels might be helpful for users not familiar with the definitions, or as a refresher. However, the labels increase the complexity of the table and some labels could be avoided such as definitions of sensitivity and specificity. The majority of respondents preferred 'Number of results per 1000' compared to 'illustrative comparative numbers' label as they explained it is easier to understand. Participants noted, although 'per 1000' label is repetitive and makes the table busier, it may be helpful to retain as a reminder for the reader and to avoid confusion with percentages.
Rationale for quality of evidence (certainty or confidence in the effect estimates) rating. We tested the best location to indicate the rational of quality of evidence in the table versus in footnotes. Some respondents noted that providing the rationale for quality of evidence rating in the footnotes is sufficient and may not need to be repeated in the table (with brief reason). While some respondents noted that a possible advantage of having the brief reason inside the table is drawing attention to the footnotes, others noted it could have an opposite effect and distract attention from the footnotes. Respondents generally agreed that footnotes explaining quality of evidence rating should be concise and briefly provide the reasons for the rating beyond just stating to which domain concerns applied (e.g. explain why there was concern about the risk of bias instead of just stating "risk of bias"). It was also noted that further elaboration about the quality of evidence rating can and should be provided in the text of the systematic review.
Evidence tables summarizing comparative TA systematic reviews of 2 or more tests
These tables summarise the TA results of a comparison of two or more tests. Tests can be compared to each other and to the same reference standard directly in the same studies (direct comparison). Alternatively, one test can be compared to the reference standard in one set of studies and another test compared to the same reference standard in another set of studies to assess the same condition (indirect comparisons).
Most participants indicated that having data about two tests in one table is useful for comparison. However, this increased complexity of the tables. A single table that combines all information together with the comparison of the tests was viewed by majority of respondents as sufficient and more practical compared to presenting two tables for each test separately. Because there is a comparison between tests, users viewed the absolute differences between the values of the outcomes of each test as helpful information, but this made the table more complex. They also preferred to keep the number of studies, participants and the sensitivity and specificity values in the header. However, when tests were not directly compared in the same studies, participants did not always realize that the lower quality of evidence was due to indirect comparison.
Evidence tables footnotes
The aim of the footnotes section was to give further details that are needed to explain judgements and the information provided in table cells. Many respondents did not read the footnotes. They noted that critical information that is needed to understand the results should be included directly in table cells and not be "hidden" in the footnotes, such as information about reference test or prevalence estimates, which were viewed as critical. Respondents preferred short, informative and easy to read statements. They noted that footnotes explaining the QoE ratings are helpful. It was also suggested that it is best to fit the footnotes on one page with the tables. There was general agreement that the labels "explanations" or "clarifications" would be preferred to the label "footnotes".
Discussion
In this article we present the research supporting the development of GRADE diagnostic evidence tables that display the results of TA systematic reviews. Overall, users found the results of TA reviews presented in a summary of findings table useful. However, they preferred simple tables that present the results in a format that is easy to apply to patients and populations. As a result of our sequential rounds of user testing and revisions, current versions of the TA systematic reviews evidence tables were agreed upon (Tables 1, 2 and 3: diagnostic evidence tables) .
Our study has multiple strengths. We conducted extensive usability testing with different user groups with a variety of experience with GRADE, TA systematic reviews, and decisionmaking about tests. This helped us to develop table formats that will be useful for a diverse group of users as well as different applications and settings. We interviewed an international group of users whose first languages were often other than, but not limited to English, adding transferability of our findings and the usability of these tables around the world. We also contacted participants to clarify any confusion about their responses. Additionally, we asked users to suggest solutions to make the tables more useful and minimize any misunderstanding about the results. At least two investigators reviewed the notes and transcripts of the user testing interviews to minimize bias in describing our findings. Furthermore, this is the first empirical work to support the development and modification of GRADE diagnostic evidence tables. [9, 10] Our study has limitations. Regardless of table layout, there is a learning curve associated with general understanding of the information about test accuracy and systematic reviews of studies measuring it. Understanding and using GRADE diagnostic evidence tables also requires getting accustomed to this presentation of information. The more often they are used, the more familiar users become with the tables. To avoid "learning effect" bias that may affect users feedback, we randomized the order by which participants saw the different formats. Additionally, we observed variability in comprehension and preference for the different formats. In some instances, preference was not in line with the correct understanding of the results, which created a challenge for the developers. When discordance between understanding and preference was observed, we relied on understanding as our primary outcome of interest to guide the development of different formats and to investigate the need to modify any parts of the table to make them more intuitive and transparent. Also, respondents were volunteers who agreed to participate in our study, which may be viewed as a limitation due to selfselection. To avoid that, we contacted a variety of potential respondents and included users that have a wide range of experience and background (Table 1) .
When designing evidence tables for systematic reviews of test accuracy we considered the experience from developing GRADE evidence tables for interventions and plain language summaries [11] [12] [13] [14] . However, this is the first study assessing users views about diagnostic evidence tables, which entail unique challenges. While determining patient important outcomes is relatively straightforward in intervention reviews, determining which outcomes to present in TA systematic reviews is more complicated. Since only TA results are available to authors of systematic reviews, we collected feedback about which form of TA results to present. We identified three formats that presented TA results in a layout that was acceptable to different users. Participants agreed that while sensitivity and specificity are the most commonly reported in TA systematic reviews, presenting pre-and post-test probability based on likelihood ratios and absolute TA results of TP, FP, TN and FN may be needed to comprehend the implications of the results by users. Based on our findings, we believe probabilities may be a more useful measure for decision making about the use of a test, albeit likely more difficult for some users to understand. We also believe table formats presenting individual TA values (i.e. TP, TN, FP, FN) may be more useful at the population level, while the format presenting likelihood ratios with pre-and post-test probabilities is more useful for decision making about individual patients in the clinical setting.
Presentation of multiple estimates of prevalence was identified by users as important for the application of the test and deciding whether to use it in a given setting. The decision to use the test may differ for a population with low prevalence versus higher prevalence as one considers the test results (e.g. TP, FN, TN, FP) and proportions for the specific population. However, unlike presentation of several baseline risk groups when estimating absolute effects of therapeutic interventions, the importance of presenting test accuracy results based on several assumed values of prevalence (pre-test probability) was not clear to participants until we added clinical scenarios describing an average patient in each prevalence (risk) group. How best to develop the clinical scenarios remains an open question. They could be obtained from the literature or suggested by an expert panel based on the observations from clinical practice. Participants also suggested that TA systematic review authors would need to ensure it is representative of an average patient in that risk category, a challenge that requires clinical expertise. For specific conditions authors of systematic reviews may be able to use validated prediction models of baseline risk or pre-test probability to support their scenarios (e.g. Framingham coronary heart disease prediction score). However, it is likely that identifying studies with an applicable example clinical scenario may be challenging for many topics. Systematic reviews of interventions typically address questions comparing the outcomes from two management options, even if one of them is no intervention or placebo. This, however, changes with the more widespread use of network meta-analytical approaches that enable multiple direct and indirect comparisons. Systematic reviews of TA assess the accuracy of a single test or multiple tests. This creates a unique challenge, conceptually similar to the challenges of simple presentation of the results of multiple comparisons of treatments, as one has to develop tables that can present results of the accuracy estimates either for single test or multiple tests while attempting to keep the structure similar to minimize confusion among users. There was general consensus among our study participants that tables should be simple both in the information they provide and in their design. Achieving this was naturally more challenging when developing evidence tables for comparative diagnostic accuracy of more than one test.
The majority of the users agreed that evidence tables should be included in TA systematic reviews, as it improves accessibility of the results. However, similar to intervention reviews, we also learned that authors may have difficulty preparing the tables since not all tests or conditions will fit a standard layout. There may also be other methodological issues such as ability to pool the data, especially from different types of studies (e.g. differences in reference test, index tests, indirect comparisons, heterogeneity, etc.). Participants reported that evidence tables would be more acceptable to authors of TA reviews if there were some options for content and layout to accommodate different clinical topics (e.g. interactive table). This led to the development of an electronic version of a summary table that integrates narrative interpretation of the results as well as definitions without crowding the table and making it overwhelming. This interactive format is currently under development and testing.
Conclusions
In this article we presented the results of extensive user testing that led to the development of the current formats of the evidence tables for test accuracy as suggested by the GRADE approach. These formats can be produced using GRADEpro Guideline Development Tool (www.guidelinedevelopment.org or www.gradepro.org) and are being further developed into electronic interactive tables that will suit the needs of different users. These tables and their impact on understanding the results and making decisions in regards to the test(s), will be evaluated through randomized trials.
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